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Ref: ABOO_WO/2022/024                          Dated: 12-05-2022 

Very Important 

Via-email 

To, 

The Chairman, 

Aryavart Bank 

Head Office, 

A-2/46, Vijay Khand, Gomti Nagar 

Lucknow- 226010 (UP) 

 

Dear Sir, 

Present Burning Issue Related to Retirees  
Regarding the non payment of pension due to delay in returning the employees' funds  

to the bank trust by epfo 

 

 Under the above topic, we have to kindly apprise you and probably you must be aware that despite the 

lapse of more than 15 months since the formation of the Pension Trust in the bank, the employees' fund has 

not been given by the EPFO to the bank's trust. Due to which pension is not being paid to the recently 

retired officers and employees and this number is increasing every month but till now the problem has not 

been properly resolved. It is having an adverse effect on the retiring respected seniors as they have to spend 

their funds for their living. Not everyone can experience this but only retirees can feel the pain of this. 

 

The union requests you to kindly consider this matter seriously and resolve it at the earliest on priority. 

Till then, giving relief to his retired senior colleagues, pension should be paid as before and a lien should 

be put on the employer fund from the commutation amount so that the pensioner does not lose the 

interest amount and the bank's fund is also safe. This imposed Lien should be removed while recovering it 

when the fund is sent by EPFO. Thus, one can find a positive solution in favor of our retired officers and employees. 

We therefore request you to please seriously consider this solution. 

 

Our retirees are asset to our institution. We should give priority to their problem. We hope the top 

management will work expeditiously to get all the retirees their deprived pension. 

  

Sincerely Yours 

                                             
    [Pravin Kumar Singh]                                                                                                                 [Lalit Singh] 

     General Secretary                                                                                                            General Secretary 

            Workers                                Officers 

 

Copied to: 

1. GM, Administrations & Personnels, P&IL, for cognizance. (Via email) 

2. AGM HR, P&IL, for cognizance (via email) 

 


